
FURTHER HELP AND SUPPORT
 

Pace:  Parents against child sexual exploitation

helps parents across the UK understand what is

happening to their child and how they can leave

exploitative relationships.  www.paceuk.info

 Parents Protect: helps parents and carers

protect children from sexual abuse and

exploitation by providing child safety resources.   

www.parentsprotect.co.uk   Tel: 0808 1000 900

The Children's Society: Provides useful

information and resources in relation to CSE.   

 www.childrenssociety.org.uk

CEOP: Provides information, advice and

resources for supporting your child with their

online safety   www.ceop.police.uk

Brook: Provides useful guides to sexual health

and wellbeing   www.brook.org.uk

BISH: Provides useful guides to talking about

sex, relationships and pornography with your

teenager   www.bishuk.com/parents

NSPCC: provides a wide range of services

including information for parents on their

website and a helpline number.

www.nspcc.org.uk parent helpline: 0808 800

5000

YMCA WiSE PARENT AND
CARER'S GUIDE TO ONLINE
GAMING

FOR MORE

INFORMATION PLEASE

SEE OUR WEBSITE:

www.ymcadlg.org/wise

THE WISE PROJECT

@YMCAWISE

@THEWISEPROJECT



 

 

 

 

What is online gaming?

 

Online gaming describes any video game that offers

online interactions with other players. The most common

aspect of online gaming is being able to play with other

players from all over the world. Online games that don’t

offer direct gameplay interactions with strangers often

enable players to interact with each other to exchange

items and power-ups. A popular and growing part of

online gaming culture is watching videos or live-streams

of other players. Sometimes children watch because the

video is from a famous or popular YouTuber. Other times

they watch because they want to learn about a game.

Playing any aspect of an online game will usually require

you to set up an account for the game. This may be on

the game console or tablet itself or on a related website.

This enables the player to have their own online profile

and persona. Apart from games consoles, smartphones

and tablets have become portable gaming devices for

young people. Through web browsers and apps young

people can access an array of games for every age and

interest. These games come under the broad categories

of: web-based games, multiplayer role-playing games,

social games, cloud based games, augmented reality

games and esports.

 

 

 

What are the benefits of online gaming?

 

Online games offer a huge amount of fun,

enjoyment, teamwork, collaboration and

imaginative adventure for children. Played healthily

they contribute an essential part of children’s

development and socialisation.

 

 

 

Some games might not be suitable for your

child’s age as they might contain violent or

sexually-explicit content or scenes

intended to invoke horror or fear.

Some games let children play and chat with

anyone in the world. This means they might

come across offensive language and

bullying.

Not everyone online is who they say they

are and children can be vulnerable to

contact by those with a sexual interest in

children if they give out their personal

details.

Bullying on games is known as ‘griefing’.

This is when players single out others

specifically to make their gaming

experience less enjoyable by sending

hurtful messages or destroying parts of

their gaming world. Children may find

themselves either bullying or being bullied.

Children and young people can get

themselves into difficulty by inadvertently

running up bills when playing games online.

Some online games offer enticing ‘in app’

purchases, eg buying more lives or gems to

complete a level.

It can be hard to stop some games in the

middle of a battle as there are penalties for

quitting and children may feel they are

letting teammates down.

 

What are the risks of online gaming?

 

 

Get involved by finding out what type of games your

child enjoys and making sure they’re appropriate for

their age.

Play games together with your child and keep the

technology in shared family spaces rather than

bedrooms.

Talk to them about who they are playing with and what

information they are sharing.

Talk about what information is and isn’t appropriate to

share, particularly personal details that could identify

them or their location.

Talk about the financial costs of games and agree how

children will spend their money online.

Discuss what they would do if they were bullied online,

and what the appropriate steps to take are.

Ensure you have setup accounts yourself on regularly

checked email addresses and with appropriate settings

for your child’s age.

Agree how long is appropriate to play in one session

and how many sessions in a day. Then setup these

restrictions in parental settings with your child.

Ask your child to play the game through speakers

rather than headsets sometimes so you can hear what

is being said.

On consoles, create a lobby of your child’s known

friends before starting a game, and then mute other

players to keep a safe experience.

Speak to your child about never agreeing to meet up

offline.

Explain to your child that accepting gaming requests,

direct messages or clicking on links from people you

don’t know can lead to problems – they may contain

viruses, inappropriate content or nasty messages.

 

How can I help my child to stay safe while

gaming?

 

For more information about online gaming and guides to

specific games visit www.internetmatters.org

http://www.internetmatters.org/

